
PhonePe Gullak - Invest your spare change 

The digital gullak that grows your money 

Intro & Goal 

PhonePe is India’s largest payments app with the highest MAUs. As more Indian’s get 
financially literate and realise the benefits of investing money, PhonePe has a first mover 
advantage in introducing a feature that allows users to invest money in small amounts in a safe 
and easy way. Interest in the stock market and investing has grown exponentially, people are 
looking for ways to get into investing albeit in a risk-free way. Currently there is no medium for 
users to invest their money on a small scale and without prior knowledge about the equity and 
bond markets. 

Who’s it for? 

Everyday PhonePe users - Those who use PhonePe to transact everyday payments 
like with local sabjiwallas, digital payments like Swiggy and Amazon shopping. Before 
the days of digital payments, spare change that was lying around the house was put in a 
‘gullak’ until it grew to a sizable amount. After digital money replaced currency, there was 
no replacement for the spare change. This digital gullak aims to recreate the same 
experience for the users with a catch - the money is actually invested into low-risk funds 
and is multiplied exponentially. 

Impact 

For PhonePe 
● Feature gives a huge incentive to users to prefer PhonePe over competitors, leading to

growth.
● Monetization opportunities are abundant, following a traditional broker-agent model..

For Users 
● Allowing users to invest their spare change is a low-risk way of introducing investing to

users who are new to the concept.
● Having money multiply and increase is a huge value point, especially for non-earning

users. (students, homemakers, retired persons)
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Goals 

1. Number of users
The success of a feature will partly be measured by how many users opt for it. There is also the                    
additional benefit of migration of users from competitor apps. Although the initial growth rate              
may be slow due to the novelty of the concept, over time, the number of users will be a prime                    
indicator of how well-received the feature is. 

2. Returns on investment
The ultimate goal of the feature is to help users invest their digital spare change. There are a 
few ways in which we can measure this return : 

● Total wealth created (in Rupees)
● % increase in wealth

3. Educating rookies to the basics of investing
Introducing the concepts of investing and its principles will enable users to further look into 
investing using larger amounts of money. This is a long term goal that creates goodwill for the 
PhonePe brand. 

Solution 

The basic idea of the feature is to invest the ‘digital spare change’ that the users accumulate 
while using PhonePe to conduct their transactions 
Here are the steps that will be followed :  

● User opts into the feature, knowing that some of their money will be invested in the
market.

● Money is added to their investment funds every time they make a transaction using
PhonePe. The amount depends on the transaction and the user’s preference (user
choices will have a number of options)

● The user has access to his or her portfolio that allows them to see exactly how much
money they have invested and what the returns on their principal amount are.

● Users can claim their invested amount and returns back into their bank account as the
security allows.



User preference :  

Keeping in mind the ‘digital spare change’ theme of the feature, the amount of money that will 
be invested into the portfolio will depend on the transaction that the user makes. 
E.g. If a user buys groceries worth 52 rupees, the user will have the option of : 

● Rounding off to the next 5 (55-52 = 3 Rupees will be invested)
● Rounding off to the next 10 (60-52 = 8 Rupees will be invested)
● Rounding off to the next 50 (100-52 = 48 Rupees will be invested)
● Have a fixed amount of their choice invested per transaction

Users might also have the option to invest a certain % of every transaction into their portfolio 
E.g. A transaction worth 685 rupees will warrant a 68.5 rupee addition into investment funds. 
Users can also directly decide to invest their money if they choose.  

User preference (Optional) 

Risk levels for users : Users may have levels of risk to choose from : 
● Risk Averse
● Neutral
● Risk loving

These will decide the securities and assets that will be part of their portfolio. Higher risk                
would also mean higher reward. This ties into the goal of introducing the basic concepts               
of investing to the users.  

Alternatives 

● Paytm Money : Paytm has the option to invest in mutual funds through Paytm Money,
which is the name for Paytm’s wallet for a user. Being the only other big name UPI app
to allow investing through their platform. However it is not a near-perfect substitute
because of the following reasons: The idea behind gullak is to allow users to invest
without the effort of deciding which fund or index they want to invest in.

● Bundil : Bundil is a very close substitute as it invests a user’s spare change into
cryptocurrencies instead of funds or indexes. However, it is not available for Indian users
and integrates into other payment apps rather than allowing payments on its own
platform.



Risks 

These are the foreseeable risks that could hamper the feature: 
● Crash in the market leading to wealth loss of users.
● Lack of knowledge of how investment works might lead to frustration among users in

case of slow growth of portfolio
● Liquidity - In case an asset if frozen or illiquid, users might be unable to withdraw money

from their portfolio

Mockups



 (Users will have option to digress from 
   their preferred limit of spare change) 


